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It was in 1866 when the British ocean steamer “Great
Eastern” traversed the Atlantic, loaded with a very unusual cargo: 7,000 tons of one single copper wire, vanishing
bit by bit in the deep sea – the first transatlantic telegraph
line was laid, and the first step to a world wide communication net was done.

Fig. 1: “Great Eastern” on her way to America

Nowadays, after almost 150 years of exciting development
the traditional electrical lines become substituted by optical fibres. While by the copper wire 36 phone calls could
be transmitted in parallel, an optical fibre line is able to
handle several ten thousand calls at the same moment. But
not only phone calls are transmitted. All kind of data as
well as TV shows rush through the lines today.
Further advantages of a fibre line are its low weight (about
one hundredth of the weight of a copper cable), chemical
robustness to sea water, insensibility to electrical flashes
and induction, and – probably most important – less amplifiers are needed compared to electrical lines. While signals
in copper phone lines have to be amplified each 1.5 km, in
optical lines the distance of the so called repeaters can be
50 km to 100 km.
The idea of using light in a light conducting material as a
transmitter for information reaches back to H. Buchholz
(“Die Quasioptik der Ultrakurzwellenleiter”, 1939), but
only the invention of semiconductor lasers in 1962 opened
the way for the realization of his idea. Laser diodes can
transform short electrical signals into optical pulses. Their
emitted light in the near infrared range matches ideally
the window of high transmission of the most glasses.
Nevertheless, there are great demands made on the glass
itself, especially on its purity. For instance, a seven centimetres thick layer of normal window-glass dims light by a
factor of two – completely out of the question for optical
data transmission. In an optical fibre light suffers the same
reduction of intensity only after a few thousand metres of
travelling. This can be achieved only by an enormous reduction of the impurities in the glass. There is not more
than one impurity among a billion or more atoms in the
glass allowed.

makes the coupling of the beam to the fibre not easy.
Since the time of the first laser diodes a lot of research activities have been done, developing new semiconductor lasers, modulation techniques of the light, and investigations
in suitable fibre materials. But still, this is one of the most
important branches of the ongoing development with the
main topics: minimization of transmission losses, cheaper
and maintenance-free repeaters or even amplification of
the signals within the fibre material.
In our experiment the transmission of signals from a CCD
camera or a CD player via an optical fibre is demonstrated.
For that electrical signals have to be transformed into sequences of optical pulses which can be sent through the
fibre. This happens in a transmitter unit, containing a
high speed modulator. The modulator drives a laser diode
which is able to emit sequences of short light pulses. The
optical pulses are picked up by an ST plug and are transmitted by a multimode fibre. The output conjunction of
the fibre feeds the light signals in a receiver unit provided
with a fast photodiode. The detected pulses are converted
to electrical signals and the transmitted information can
be displayed by a video monitor or played back by loudspeakers.
In an extended version of the experiment the light signals
from the transmitter are not fed in the long transmission fibre directly, but via a light coupling unit. Also the coupling
to the receiver is done by means of a second coupling unit.
To achieve data transmission a proper alignment of both
units has to be performed.

2.0 Basics
There is hardly any book in optics which does not contain the experiment of Colladan (1861) on total reflection
of light. Most of us may have enjoyed it during the basic
physics course.

Guiding of light
Fig. 2: Colladan’s (1861) experiment for the demonstration
of the total reflection of light

An intensive light beam is introduced into the axis of an
out flowing water jet. Because of repeated total reflections
the light can not leave the jet and it is forced to follow
the water jet. It is expected that the jet remains completely
darken unless the surface contains small disturbances.
This leads to a certain loss of light and it appears illumiTo avoid losses by emerging of the light through the wall nated all along its way. Effects of light created in this way
of the fibre the light is kept within the core by total reflec- are also known as „Fontaines lumineuses“. They please
tion. Therefore the core of the fibres has diameters down to generally the onlookers of water games. This historical exµm, only a few wavelengths of the transmitted light, what periment already shows the physical phenomena which are
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EXP-25  Fibres as light wave conductors
basic in fibre optics. The difference of this light conductor
to modern fibres is the dimension which for a fibre is in
the order of magnitude of the wavelength of light. If we
designate the diameter of a light guide with d we can state:
„Fontaines lumineuses“
Multimode fibres
Monomode fibres

in the core by total reflection. As usual in optics here, too,
we can define a numerical aperture A:

( 2.1.2 )

A = sin Θ ec = n k2 − n m2

d >> l
d>l
d≈l

Depending under which angle the beams enter the cylindrical core through the cone they propagate screw like or
helix like. This becomes evident if we project the beam
displacements onto the XY plane of the fibre. The direcFor the fibres manufactured these days this leads to fur- tion along the fibre is considered as the direction of the
ther effects which can not be described exclusively by total z-axis. A periodical pattern is recognised. It can be interreflection. Their understanding is of special importance preted as standing waves in the XY plane. In this context
for optical communication technology. These effects can the standing waves are called oscillating modes or simply
be derived by a formalism basing on Maxwell’s equations modes. Since these modes are built up in the XY plane, e.g.
(the interested student can find a comprehensive deduction perpendicularly to the z-axis, they are also called transin XP-19, Fibre Optics). For our aim it is not compulsory to versal modes. Modes built up along the z-axis are called
know this formalism.
longitudinal modes.

2.1 Fibres as light wave conductors

Glass fibres as wave conductors have a circular cross section. They consist of a core of refractive index n k. The core
is surrounded by a glass cladding of refractive index n m
slightly lower than n k. Generally the refractive index of the
core as well as the refractive index of the cladding is considered homogeneously distributed. The final direction of
the beam is defined by the angle Qe under which the beam
enters the fibre. Unintended but not always avoidable radiation and cladding waves are generated in this way. For Fig. 4: Helix (A) and meridional beam (B)
reasons of mechanical protection and absorption of the radiation waves the fibre is surrounded by a protective layer.
Protective
Cladding Waves Layer

B

2.2 Coupling of light

We are facing the problem to couple a beam of light to a
fibre, respectively to introduce it into a fibre, the diameter
of which is in the order of magnitude of 4-10 mm and in
Θ
Core
n
so far comparable to the wavelength of light. To get a sufΘe
n
Core Waves
ficient high excitation of the fundamental mode of the fibre,
n
Cladding
the beam of the light source has to be focused to a diameter
Fig. 3: Step index fibre
of this order of magnitude. Under these circumstances the
Optical glass fibre
Fig. 3 reveals some basic facts which can be seen without laws of geometrical optics fail because they anticipate parhaving solved Maxwell’s equations. Taking off from geo- allel light beams or plane light waves which in reality exist
metrical considerations we can state that there must be a only in approximation.
limiting angle Qc for total reflection at the boundary between cladding and core.
0

k

m

cos(Θ c ) =

nm
nk

( 2.1.1 )

For the angle of incidence of the fibre we use the law of
refraction:

sin(Θ ec ) n k
=
sin(Θ c ) n 0

and get:

Θ ec = arcsin(

nk
⋅ sin Θ c )
n0

Using equation ( 2.1.1 ) and with no = 1 for air we finally
get:

Θ ec = arcsin( n 2k − n 2m )
The limiting angle Qec represents half the opening angle of
a cone. All beams entering within this cone will be guided
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f

Fig. 5: Focusing two rays in geometrical optics

Real parallel light beams do not exist in reality and plane
wave fronts exist only at a particular point. The reason for
the failure of geometrical optics is the fact that it has been
defined at a time where the wave character of light was
still as unknown as the possibility to describe its behaviour by Maxwell’s equations.
To describe the propagation of light one has to solve the
wave equation. With the condition of spherical waves
propagating in z - direction within a small solid angle, the
solution of the wave equation provides fields which have
a Gaussian intensity distribution over the cross section
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Radiation Waves

A

EXP-25  Coupling of light

2W0

precise only in its focus. Within the range

−zr ≤ z ≤ zr

a beam can be considered as parallel or collimated in good
approximation. In Fig. 10 the Rayleigh range has been
marked as well as the divergence Q in the distant field,
that means for z>>z0 . The graphical representations do
not well inform about the extremely small divergence of
laser beams another outstanding property of lasers.
R

2W

Z0

Z0

Z

Wavefront radius of curvature

Beam diameter

of the beam. Therefore they are called Gaussian beams.
Similar to light in a fibre the Gaussian beams exist in different modes depending on the actual boundary conditions.
Such beams, especially the Gaussian fundamental mode
(TEM00) are generated with preference by lasers. But the
light of any light source can be considered as the superposition of many such Gaussian modes. Still, the intensity of
a particular mode is small with respect to the total intensity of the light source.
The situation is different for the laser. Here the total light
power can be concentrated in the fundamental mode. This
is the most outstanding difference with respect to ordinary
light sources next to the monochromasy of laser radiation. Gaussian beams behave differently from geometrical
beams.

Z

Zr

Distance z

Fig. 7: Course of the radius of curvature of the wave front
as a function of the distance from the waist at z=0

 z
w (z) = w 0 ⋅ 1 +  
 zR 

2

w0 is the smallest beam radius at the waist and zr is the
Rayleigh length

z R = w 02

θ

π
λ

In Fig. 8 the course of the beam diameter as a function of
z is represented. The beam propagates within the direction of z. At the position z = z the beam has the smallest
0
radius. The beam radius increases linearly with increasing
distance. Since Gaussian beams are spherical waves we
can attribute a radius of curvature of the wave field to each
point z. The radius of curvature R can be calculated using
the following relation:

R (z) = z +

z 2r
z

z0
Rayleigh Range

Distance z
+zR

-zR

Fig. 8: Rayleigh range zR and divergence Q for the far field
z>>zR

The reason for this is that the ration of the beam diameter
with respect to z has not been normalised. Let’s consider,
for example, a HeNe-Laser (632 nm) with a beam radius of
wo=1 mm at the exit of the laser. For the Rayleigh range 2
zr we get:
2

π

−6

3.14

2 ⋅ z R = 2 w 0 = 2 ⋅10
= 9, 9 m
This context is reflected by Fig. 9. At z = zr the radius of
λ
623 ⋅10 −9
curvature has a minimum. Then R increases with 1/z if z
tends to z = 0 . For z=0 the radius of curvature is infinite. To get a maximum of power into the fibre a coupling optic
Here the wave front is plane. Above the Rayleigh length of focal distance f is required assuring the coupling of a
zr the radius of curvature increases linearly. This is a very Gaussian beam into a weak guiding step index fibre in the
essential statement. Due to this statement there exists a LP01 fundamental mode.
parallel beam only in one point of the light wave, to be
Dr. Walter Luhs - November 1999, revised August 2003 / July 2009
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A Gaussian beam always has a waist. The beam radius w
results out of the wave equation as follows:

Beam Diameter

Fig. 6: Beam diameter of a Gaussian beam as fundamental
mode TEM00 and function of z.

EXP-25  Laser diodes
f

2W0

f

2W
2a

Θ
y

z

easy to handle and they have a high lifetime. But most important, since the emitted light intensity is proportional to
the current, the power of the diodes can be easily modulated, and therefore they are ideal for generating strings of
pulses, carrying information through the fibres.

Fig. 9: For the calculation of the coupling optic

The radius at the waist is

w=

w 0 ⋅ f ⋅q ⋅
w 02 + q 2 ⋅ z 2

w0 ⋅ f ⋅θ ⋅

w=

w 02 + θ 2 ⋅ z 2

The position of the waist is:

y=

z⋅f 2
w 
z + 0
 θ 

2

2

Example: The beam of a HeNe laser of 0.5 mm diameter
and of 1.5 mrad divergence is to focus by means of a lens.
The focal distance is 50 mm and the lens is at a distance of
2 m from the laser. We find:

0, 5 ⋅10 −3 ⋅ 0, 05 ⋅1, 5 ⋅10 −3
0, 25 ⋅10 −6 + 2, 25 ⋅10 −6 ⋅ ( 2 − 0, 05)

y=

( 2 − 0, 05) ⋅ 2, 5 ⋅10−6
0, 5
( 2 − 0, 05) +  
1, 5
2

2

2

= 12, 6µm

= 1, 25 µm

For this example the position y of the waist coincides with
the focus in good approximation and the radius of the
waist is here 12.6 mm. To get the fibre under consideration
adapted in an optimal way the focal distance f has to be
chosen in a way that the radius of the beam is equal to the
radius of the core. When laser diodes are used the preparation of the beam becomes more complicated.

2.3 Laser diodes

The laser diodes are a special class of lasers. They differ from „conventional“ lasers in two points: Laser diodes
do not have any inherently defined emission wavelength,
because there are no two discrete energy levels that are
responsible for the laser process as with traditional lasers, but rather an energy distribution of electrons in energy bands. The second important difference concerns the
propagation of the laser light within the pn zone. The spatial intensity distribution of the laser beam is defined by
the laser medium and not by the resonator as for normal
lasers. Generally for conventional lasers the mirrors are
very large compared with the beam diameter. The laser
mirror (crystal gap area of the active zone) of the laser diodes has a size of about 10 mm x 2 mm, through which the
laser beam has „to squeeze“. Diffraction effects will be the
consequence and lead to elliptical beam profiles.
Nevertheless, laser diodes are ideally suited for optoelectronic data transmission via fibres. They are small, cheap,
Dr. Walter Luhs - November 1999, revised August 2003 / July 2009
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3.0 Experiments
3.1 Description of the modules

F

A

B

C

G

D
E

The video signal of the CCD camera (A) or the audio sig- It is connected via a 3.5 mm stereo connector to the transnal of the CD player (B) is fed to the high speed modula- mitter unit module B.
tor of the transmitter unit (C). The modulated light of the
diode laser in the transmitter unit is coupled to the 5000 m
long multimode fibre (D) by means of an ST fibre connector. The transmitted laser light enters the receiver unit (D)
and is detected by a high speed photodiode from where it
is fed to the amplifier and demodulator. A video monitor
(F) displays the transmitted video signal and speakers (G) Fig. 13: Module C Transmitter Unit
play back the audio signal.
The transmitter unit contains a diode laser emitting at a
wavelength of 1.3 mm and is equipped with a high speed
modulator. Sources like CD player or CCD camera can
directly be connected to this unit. At the front panel the
optical output is available at an ST connector.

Fig. 14: Module D Optical Fibre

5000 m of a multimode fibre (50/125/250 mm) including
ST connectors on both ends are used as transmission line.
A colour CCD video camera with variable focus zoom ob- To protect the sensitive fibre against breaking the input as
jective and tripod is provided as a video source. The cam- well as the output are connected to a patch panel which is
era is connected via a Cnych/BNC cable to the transmitter fixed to the fibre drum.
unit module B. The camera needs 12 VDC which is supplied by a wall plug power supply.
Fig. 11: Module A Video Camera

Fig. 15: Module D receiver unit
Fig. 12: Module B CD player as audio source

A CD player including a music CD is used as audio source
Dr. Walter Luhs - November 1999, revised August 2003 / July 2009

The receiver module is provided with a fast optical detector, to which the fibre end is connected to the ST jacket at
the front panel of this unit. The video signal will be trans-
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Fig. 10: Experimental set-up of the basic Data Transmission System

EXP-25  Set-up of basic version
ferred by means of a BNC cable to the TV monitor (F) and
the audio signal to the active speakers (G).

O

P

Fig. 19: Direct fibre coupling unit

In the second light coupling unit no optical elements are
used. The ST output connector of the transmission fibre is
For the display of the video signal a TV monitor with vid- brought in almost close contact with the input connector of
eo input is used.
the receiver unit directly.

Fig. 16: Module F Monitor

Fig. 17: Module G active speakers

The playback of the audio signal is performed by a set of
active speakers.

3.2 Set-up of basic version

Connect the video output of the camera (A) with the video
input of the transmitter unit (C) by the provided BNC cable.

With one fibre patch cable the optical TX output of the
transmitter (C) is connected to the patch panel of the
5000 m of transmission fibre (D). By means of the second
fibre patch cable the optical RX input of the receiver unit
(E) is connected to the fibre transmission line (D).

Fig. 20: Module K adjustable fibre holder

The signal output of the transmitter unit (see chap. 3.1) is
sent to the light coupling unit via a short fibre, fused to
ST connectors and fixed by a click holder (see also Fig.
25). The holder is inserted into a 4 axes adjustment holder
in order to align the fibre ferrule with respect to the optical axis of the collimation optics L). The same mechanism builds the interface on the second coupling unit from
where the light is fed into the receiver unit.
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Connect the video output of the receiver with the video
input of the monitor by a BNC cable.
If audio signals want to be transmitted the audio connectors of the CD player and the speakers have to be plugged
in the audio sockets of the transmitter and receiver unit (E),
respectively.

3.3 Modules for fibre coupling

The basic Data Transmission System is extended by two
light coupling units. They serve as input and output interfaces to and from the 5000 m transmission fibre, respectively. All modules of these units are discussed in detail in
the following section. Finally, an explanation of the set up
and of the modules’ alignment is given
The extension for this experiment consists of two main
modules to demonstrate the coupling of light to fibres. One
module uses collimating (L) and focussing optics (M) to
de-couple and couple the light into the optical fibre.

K

L

M

Fig. 21: Module L Collimation optics

Due to the divergence of radiation of the fibre output a
collimator is necessary. An achromatic lens with a focal
length of 8 mm and a numerical aperture of 0.37 is held in
a mounting plate by “click mechanism” and collimates the
divergent beam emitted by the fibre.

N

Fig. 18: Collimating and focussing unit
Dr. Walter Luhs - November 1999, revised August 2003 / July 2009

Fig. 22: Module M Focussing optics

EXP-25  Alignment of the modules
This module has the task of focussing the collimated beam fixed to a mount which is inserted into the mounting plate.
into the subsequent fibre which is connected by means of
BNC
a fibre patch cable to the 5000 m long transmission fibre.
connector
A microscope objective with a numerical aperture of 0.5
ST fibre
and a magnification factor of 20 produces a tight focus at
connector
a distance of about 2 mm from the objective. In order to
align the focus with respect to the small entry surface of Fig. 27: Module PD, InGaAs photodiode with ST coupler
the fibre (50 mm in diameter) the module possesses X, Y as To align the entire set-up a photodiode is used in connecwell as q,j fine pitch adjustment screws.
tion with either a multimeter or an oscilloscope. By means
of the ST connector of InGaAs detector it can be connected to module N or P. Or by using a patch cable to directly
to the transmitter or fibre line output.

For aligning the proper distance the ST input connector of
the patch fibre is mounted on a translation stage. Therefore
the surface of the transmission fibre can be matched to the
waist of the focused beam ideally.

O

P

3.4 Alignment of the modules

Set up the basic Data Transmission System according to
chap. 3.1 and 3.2 and bring it to operation. Disconnect
the transmission fibre from the transmitter unit and fibre
transmission line. Plug in the ST connector of the patch
fibre cable of module K. Put the modules K and L in a
distance of about 2-4 mm between ST connector and collimating lens on one end of the rail.

Fig. 24: Direct coupling module

Fig. 28: IR viewer card

By means of this unit the direct coupling from fibre to fibre
is demonstrated which is common for fibre patch panels
where two connectors are used to create a connection between two fibres.

The used wavelength of the diode laser of the transmitter
is 1.3 µm and cannot seen by the human eye. It is helpful
to use the provided IR viewer card which displays a more
or less bright spot where it has been hit by radiation from
0,8 to 1.4 µm. Just behind the output of the fibre of module
(K) a spot is visible on the card. The collimator is adjusted in such a way that a parallel beam is produced. This
can be checked with the IR viewer card. Furthermore the
beam should travel in line with the optical axis of the setup. This can be checked by using the IR viewer card or by
means of the photodetector which is inserted into a mounting plate and measurements are taken in two distances
from the module M. For one position the beam should be
centred by means of the angular adjustment screws and in
another position the XY adjustment screws should be used.

Fig. 25: Module O adjustable fibre holder

Remove the detector module and put module M and N on
the rail instead. By approaching the transmission fibre input connector on module N to the microscope objective
to a distance of about 2 mm a weak signal can be already
be measured by the photodetector. Now optimise the X,
Y and the q, j adjustments of module M as well as the Z
adjustment of module N for best signal.

The output connector (O) is mounted on a X, Y, q and j
adjustment holder (O) and can be traversed and tilted with
respect to the input connector which is fixed on Module P
(see Fig. 25).

Fig. 26: Module P, fibre adapter with mounting plate

The second module of the direct fibre coupling module is
Dr. Walter Luhs - November 1999, revised August 2003 / July 2009

Disconnect the photo detector from module N connect it
to the fibre line input. Connect the photodetector to the
fibre output and measure the signal strength. Realign the
coupling optics (module M) for best signal. Disconnect the
photodetector and connect the fibre line output to the ST
fibre input to the receiver and if the signal is strong enough
you will observe a clear picture of the camera and listen to
the music of the CD player.
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Fig. 23: Module N Fibre holder on translation stage

EXP-25  Alignment of the modules
In a final step the direct fibre coupling is performed.
Put the modules O and P on the second rail. Connect the
fibre output connector from module P to the photodetector
module PD.

O

P

Fig. 29: Fibre to fibre coupling module

Connect the transmission fibre output plug with module O.
Keep a distance of about 1 to 2 mm between the two ST
connectors. Optimise the video signal now by adjustment
of all adjustment screws of module O. To control the quality of the alignment move module P away from module O.
When the signal becomes worse adjust module O again.
Once the signal is strong enough the photodetector is removed and the fibre connected to the receiver.
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Try to go as far as possible with module P away from module O without loosing the video signal. The longer the distance is (up to 5-10 mm), the better the alignment is.
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